Abstract.
Introduction
Benedicks [1] has shown that when ¾ Ä ½´ÊÒ µ satisfies (1) ¦´ µ ¦´ µ ½ then ¼. Here ¦´ µ is the set Ü ´Üµ ¼ , ¦´ µ is the set Ý ´Ýµ ¼ with (2) ´Ýµ ´ µ´Ýµ ¾ Ü¡Ý ´Üµ Ü Ý ¾ Ê Ò the Fourier transform of , and denotes Lebesgue measure. We refer to [2] , Section 7, for historical notes and further comments on this theorem.
It is conjectured in [2] 
Proof of the conjecture
We shall now present a proof of the conjecture. It is based on the following formula, Formula (5) was found by F. Hlawatsch in 1986, see [6] , [7] , formula (7.77-78) and also [8] , and, independently, by A.H. Nuttall in 1989 (private communication to the author, [9]).
To prove the conjecture, we let × ¾ Ê Ò be fixed, and we choose ½ ¾ ½ ¾ ¾ Ä ¾´ÊÒ µ in (5), so that ´Ø µ Ï´ µ´Ø µ Ï £´ µ´× Ø µ Ø ¾ Ê Ò which is in Ä ½´Ê¾Ò µ since Ï´ µ ¾ Ä ¾´Ê¾Ò µ, has a support of finite measure when ¦´Ï´ µµ ½, and so has its Fourier transform as we see from (6 The argument used to prove the conjecture gives somewhat more. The extension of the conjecture given below is significant since it shows, for instance, that supporting sets of Wigner distributions cannot have finite-measure protrusions.
Corollary. Assume that ¾ Ä ¾´ÊÒ µ, and let À be any half-space in Ê ¾Ò . Then By using symplectic transformations, see [3] , Ch. 4, Sec. 2, we can assume that À is given by
Suppose that the set in (10) with À in (12) has finite measure; we must show that it has measure 0. For any × ´× ½ × Ò µ ¾ Ê Ò , × ½ ¼, ¾ Ê Ò we have that of (7) has support of finite measure since at least one of Ø ½ and × ½ Ø ½ is negative when Ø ½ ¾ Ê. Hence (11) and Benedicks' theorem yields that
with × ¾Ø, ¾ to conclude that Ï´ µ´Ø µ ¼. Hence Ï´ µ vanishes on À, as required.
We finally note that the Corollary remains valid, with essentially the same proof using (9), when we replace Ï´ µ by ´ µ in (10) with ¾ Ä ¾´ÊÒ µ. and a similar formula for the second factor at the right-hand side of (17).
